Hello there
We are an independent branding and graphic design consultancy

The Goldsmiths’ Company
Brand positioning & identity

About us and what we do.
Neon is an independent branding and graphic design
consultancy, founded and led by Creative Director
Dana Robertson.
We work in a multitude of sectors, with some iconic
brands, as well as some great little guys. Whether we’re
creating new brands or revitalising existing ones, ideas
and intelligence and craft are at the heart of everything
we do.
We’re always looking to find fun and unexpected – or sober
and serious – ways for brands to engage and communicate
more effectively, whoever the audience, whatever the media.
At the same time, we never miss a chance to ensure that
everyone enjoys the ride. Life’s too short not to…

A wild mind and a disciplined eye.
At Neon, we work in partnership with clients to
deliver engaging and insightful problem-solving ideas,
executed beautifully.
Hundreds of agencies use the word creative and each
would give you their own definition. For us, it means
cultivating a wild mind and a disciplined eye — using
intelligence and wit to make people think, smile, pause,
feel, understand, or simply be intrigued.

out what makes them different, and how they can gain an
edge over their competitors.
And finally, it means working equally hard to find fun and
unexpected – or sober and serious – ways to communicate
those differences as engagingly and effectively as possible,
whoever the audience, whatever the media.

What do we do? Now there’s a question.
Over the years, we’ve have worked on an incredibly broad
spectrum of projects for a hugely diverse mix of clients.
We’ve created, revitalised, developed, extended or advised
a host of well known national and international brands.
We don’t specialise in any sector; we love the challenge
of immersing ourselves in new ones – and you’d be amazed
at the wide variety of specialist knowledge we’ve picked
up along the way.
Our focus is on solving brand communication problems,
whether by defining compelling strategic positionings,
originating memorable new brand names, or creating
powerful and distinctive brand identities.
We also help brands to express themselves through
literature, print and online, in advertising, retail, and
environments — as you’ll see, when you treat yourself
to a little browse through our work.

It means working hard to understand each client’s
business, digging deep – right down to the roots – to find
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Our work
A few bigger projects…					

(visit www.neon-creative.com to find out more)

Corney & Barrow
Brand identity

Nabarro LLP
Brand identity refresh

Nabarro LLP
Don’t just warm a chair.
Find the perfect seat.

The Goldsmiths’ Company
Brand positioning & identity

Action for Children
National Children’s Hour

Nabarro LLP
125 London Wall

The Futures Company
Naming, brand
positioning & identity

Nabarro LLP
Graduate recruitment short films

Lane4
Brand positioning
& identity

Thames & Hudson
60th Anniversary

Nabarro LLP
Your future as a lawyer.
Leave nothing to chance.

Amec Foster Wheeler
Brand identity

The Global Teacher Prize
Brand identity

GEMS Education
Brand identity

Nabarro LLP
‘Clarity Matters’
typographic conundrums

1Varna
Naming, brand
positioning & identity

Engage for Change
House range

The Goldsmiths’ Centre
Brand positioning
& identity
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Our work
A few smaller projects…					

(visit www.neon-creative.com to find out more)

Nabarro LLP
‘Word Search’

‘Silver Speaks’
Exhibition branding

Nabarro LLP
125 London Wall,
canteen Welcome wall

Corney & Barrow
Pétrus brochure

Natalia Schroder
Brand identity

UK Sport
The Lizzy Yarnold story

Plague Press
Brand identity

The Bench
Naming &
identity

Nabarro LLP
‘Season’s Greetings’

D&AD
Mix Creatively

Nabarro LLP
“sweet & Savory’ skyline

Walmsley Shaw
Brand identity

The Goldsmiths’ Company
Gold: Power & Allure

Quite Early One Morning
Naming & brand identity

The Goldsmiths’
Company
New Designers
exhibition stand

Yogita
Naming & brand identity

Kantar Worldpanel
Entertainment
division
campaign

The Morning Hormones
Identity & posters
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